to hawcc-faculty, Joni, Guy, Daniel

Aloha Faculty,

We are pleased to report the availability of the new, revised GE Course Designation Application form. The form allows for the GE Course Designation process to include an OPTIONAL second, Secondary Designation. This was unanimously recommended by the Senate's ad hoc GE Committee and was unanimously approved by the Academic Senate on January 31, 2014. This expansion increases GE course opportunities for students.

A course being submitted for GE consideration, in addition to meeting all of the benchmarks for a Primary Designation and one benchmark for Critical Thinking, can now be considered for an OPTIONAL second, Secondary Designation by meeting one benchmark from another GE Learning Outcome as long as it is not the the Primary GE Learning Outcome or GELO #3, Critical Thinking.

The revised form can be found by going to the GE Course Designation Process page and clicking the GE Intranet web site link under 1.c.

If you have any questions, please let us know. We look forward to getting your GE course proposals!
Robyn (co-chair), robyng@hawaii.edu and Ellen (co-chair), okuma@hawaii.edu

p.s. Mahalo to Daniel Fernandez for revising and posting the form.